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Australian owned and Australian made,
and has been for 30 years.

PARKLAND BBQS
Melbourne Barbecue Centre Pty Ltd has been producing our range
of Parkland BBQs since 1980.
Over this time we have developed an extraordinarily strong,
durable and low maintenance product that caters to that great
Australian tradition—a barbecue with family and friends.
Available as a build-in or with a prefabricated cabinet, our BBQs
can be purchased as gas or electric units and with either free push
button ignition, coin-operated ignition or key-operated ignition.
We can also custom manufacture oversize cabinets or ask us about
adding a sink to your cabinet.

AUSTRALIAN MADE TO SUIT AUSTRALIAN
CONDITIONS.

PARKLAND BBQS
Kingsize Electric Inbuilt BBQ
Model No: MBC5 & MBC6











Stainless steel hotplate with cooking area of 680mm x 590mm
Automatic timer will switch off after a set period of time (factory set
to switch off after 13 minutes, adjustable)
Green light to indicate BBQ is operating
Available with coin operation (MBC5), free push button operation
(MBC6) or key operation.
Stainless steel doors with lock to hide controls
Fully galvanised steel frame
Impressive, practical and durable
Ready for your brick or stone enclosure or available in a prefabricated cabinet
6KW elements (25Amps power) to provide a strong and constant
heat
Thermostat to control temperature settings

PARKLAND BBQS
Queensize Electric Inbuilt BBQ
Model No: RG1/3, RG2/3, RG1/6 & RG2/6












Stainless steel hotplate with cooking area of 460mm x 460mm
Automatic timer will switch off after a set period of time (factory set to
switch off after 13 minutes, adjustable)
Thermostatic controls
Copper backing plate to increase heat conduction and retention
Green light to indicate BBQ is operating
Available with coin operation (RG1/3 & RG1/6), free push button
operation (RG2/3 & RG2/6) or key operation.
Stainless steel doors with lock to hide controls
Fully galvanised steel frame
3.5KW elements (15Amps) standard, 6KW (24 Amps) available on
request
Weather proof
Ready for your brick or stone enclosure or available in a pre-fabricated
cabinet

PARKLAND BBQS
Deluxe Pedestal Electric BBQs
Deluxe Pedestal
Model No: DP1 and DP2
All the features of a Queensize BBQ
set into a prefabricated pedestal base







Queensize BBQ hotplate with cooking area of
460mm x 460mm.
No need for brick or stone construction, simply
pour a concrete slab and you are ready to go.
Pedestal is constructed of hot-dipped galvanised
steel and powdercoated.
Stainless steel door
Electric operation only.
Coin operated (DP1) or push button operation (DP2)

Double Deluxe Pedestal
Model No: DP1ST and DP2ST






2 x Deluxe Pedestal BBQs surrounded by a large stainless steel
benchtop (2000mm x 950mm) .
Cooking area 460mm x 460mm per BBQ
Stainless steel doors
Electric operation only.
Coin operated (DP1ST) or push button operation (DP2ST)

PARKLAND BBQS
The T-Pedestal Electric BBQ
Model Nos: TSP1, TSP2, TSP3, TSP4


Queensize stainless steel hotplate with cooking area of 460mm x
460mm










Stainless steel serving surround measuring 1000mm x 750mm. Ideal
for food preparation, placing utensils and plates etc.
Copper backing plate to generate high heat conduction and retention
Galvanised and powder coated pedestal-style cladding to enclose
the controls (TSP1/TSP2)
Optional 304-grade stainless steel cladding (TSP3, TSP4)
Stainless steel door
Adjustable timer and thermostat
Available with coin operation (TSP1/TSP3) or push button operated
ignition (TSP2/TSP4)
Electric operation only

PARKLAND BBQS
THE GREEN QUEEN 10AMP BBQ (new model)
Model No: GC 1/3 & GC2/3
Introducing the new ‘Green Queen’ BBQ, which has efficient 10Amp
elements that draw less power than the traditional 15Amp or 25 Amp
BBQs. Other features include:
 Stainless steel hotplate with cooking area of 460mm x 460mm
 2200KW elements, which allow for greater heat production and
retention than 1800KW elements but still operate using the standard
10Amp power supply.
 Copper backing plate to improve efficiency, heat conduction and heat
retention.
 Automatic timer will switch off after a set period of time (factory set to
switch off after 13 minutes)
 Thermostatic controls
 Green light to indicate BBQ is operating
 Available with coin operation (GC1/3), free push button
operation (GC2/3) or key operation.
 Stainless steel doors with lock to hide controls
 Fully galvanised steel frame
 Weather proof
 Ready for your brick or stone
enclosure or available in a
pre-fabricated cabinet
Melbourne BBQ Centre has
previously resisted making10Amp BBQs, as the
reduced amperage has a severe effect on heat
production and retention and it is very important to
ensure the plate gets hot enough to safely and
hygienically cook meat.
However after rigorous testing, we have
determined that elements that draw 2200W will
provide enough temperature and yet will still only
require a 10Amp power plug. We can use 1800W
elements on request, but these are not
recommended as they take too long to heat up, and
the increased running time negates the energy
saving of the reduced amperage.

PARKLAND BBQS
Kingsize Gas BBQ
Model No: MBC7 & MBC8












Stainless steel hotplate with cooking area of 680mm x 590mm
Automatic timer will switch off after a set period of time (factory set to
switch off after 13 minutes, adjustable)
Green light to indicate BBQ is operating
Available with coin operation (MBC7) or free push button operation (MBC8)
Stainless steel doors with lock to hide controls
Fully galvanised steel frame
Impressive, practical and durable
Ready for your brick or stone enclosure or available in a pre-fabricated
cabinet
Microprocessor control system eliminates the need for a constant pilot light,
therefore minimum gas wastage
2 x 15Mj/Hr Burners
Available LPG or natural gas

PARKLAND BBQS
Single Cabinet BBQs
Save time and money and purchase your BBQ with a pre-fabricated
single cabinet enclosure. Available with either galvanised and
powdercoated cladding or stainless steel cladding.
Single Cabinet
with galvanised and
powdercoated cladding
(model shown SCPC6)

Pair the single cabinet with
either an electric Queensize
BBQ, electric Kingsize BBQ
or gas Kingsize BBQ.
All cabinets are provided
with 1 x stainless steel door.
For LPG gas BBQs we
recommend an extra door
for gas bottle storage.
Overall size of cabinet:
L1390mm x D750mm x
H900mm

Single Cabinet
with stainless steel
cladding (model shown SCSS23)

PARKLAND BBQS
Double Cabinet BBQs
Save time and money and purchase your BBQ with a pre-fabricated
double cabinet enclosure. Available with either galvanised and
powdercoated cladding or stainless steel cladding.
Double Cabinet
with galvanised
and powdercoated
cladding
(model shown DCPC23)

Pair the double cabinet with either 2 x electric Queensize BBQs, 2 x
electric Kingsize BBQs or 2 x gas Kingsize BBQs.
All cabinets are provided with 2 x stainless steel doors. For LPG gas
BBQs we recommend an extra door for gas bottle storage.
Overall size of cabinet: L2090mm x D750mm x H900mm

Double Cabinet
with stainless steel
cladding
(Model shown DCSS6)

PARKLAND BBQS
Custom Made BBQs
A benefit of buying direct from the manufacturer is that we have the
ability to custom-make cabinets to suit your installation.
A common change is the colour of the BBQ cabinet, we use the Dulux
Colourbond colours and can have the BBQ powdercoated to suit your
colour scheme.
We can also add extra BBQs or a sink to your cabinet.

